Handmade in Germany
Dear Customer

We recommend that you adhere to the following instructions so that your outdoor fireplace will
give you plenty of future pleasure.
Your fireplace is delivered in a wooden box mounted on a pallet.
Please remove the wooden box carefully. Then remove the transport lock, which lies across the
wood compartment (2 large screws and a board).
Lift your fireplace gently from the transport pallet (use the rail for lift – 2 people recommended.)
Then remove the rest of the packaging.
Now you need to assemble your fireplace before use.
Place the safety hood on the chimney pipe and lift the assembly on to the fireplace.
Your DUO outdoor fireplace is made of stainless steel coated with gray or black exterior paint.
Please be careful during the assembly not to scratch the paint. Nevertheless, should you get
scratches in the surface you can purchase an aerosol spray so that these scratches easily can
be repainted.

When lighting for the first time, use very dry wood.
To give your fireplace the best hardness and corrosion resistance, we have coated the DUO
with SENOTHERM® high temperature coating. This must “burn in” before the fireplace is used
as a barbeque.

I N S T R U C T I O N

Thank you and congratulations on choosing your new DUO outdoor stainless steel fireplace.
You will not regret your choice.

Therefore, we recommend at first use, please increase the temperature gradually in order to
burn in the coating.

In the beginning there will be a small amount of smoke on the outside of the fireplace.
Burn-in time will be approximately 30 min.
You can use dry wood or charcoal, depending on whether the fireplace is used as a heat source
or as a barbecue. When the fireplace used as heat source remove the barbecue grill.
For wood burning you can use dry wood such as beech, and used as BBQ we recommend
charcoal or briquettes.
Please do not burn waste or garbage in the fireplace.
This will void the warranty.

M A N U A L

To light up, please use standard commercial fire-lighters (NOT Liquids)

Handmade in Germany

I N S T R U C T I O N

Ashtray
Please empty the ashtray, if possible, after every barbecue or burning session.
If the ashtray is too full, embers or ash pieces may fall into the storage compartment
underneath and light the wood there.
Embers outside the fire area must be removed immediately.
Grill insert
The supplied stainless steel BBQ grill is variable in height. At the lowest setting you may get
too much heat, therefore you can easily move the grill to a higher level.
Grasp the handles (with gloves only) and place the grill at the next higher level.
Warranty
Since the furnace panels must constantly resist the weather and the heating conditions,
these must be exchanged from time to time (wear parts).
Wear parts are not subject to warranty or guarantee.
CAUTION!
Easily flammable materials must NOT be stored in the wood compartment.
Please store only small amounts of firewood in the wood compartment.
Do not use liquids like alcohol, gasoline etc. as fire starters.
These liquids could run into the ashtray and/or spread under the floor of the fireplace. This
creates a risk of explosion. Use of such liquids invalidates the warranty.
Keep these liquids away during the firing process and do not pour these liquids on embers
or ashes, it can also lead to an explosion.

M A N U A L

BBQ or firing is at your own risk. The assembly and user guide must be observed.

WARNING! THIS FIREPLACE IS NOT A TOY!
THIS EQUIPMENT IS NOT A TOY AND IS NOT DESIGNED NOR INTENDED
TO BE USED FOR PLAY BY A CHILD!
IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AND YOURS ALONE!

We hope you enjoy your fireplace in the garden.
We kindly ask you to keep these operating instructions for future use.

